
It seems to make so much sense. If a 
patient takes 2 drugs that both undergo 
metabolism by the same enzyme, it 

seems logical that there would be com-
petition for metabolism between the 2 
drugs, and the plasma concentration of 
at least 1 of the drugs would increase. 

Although this seems like a logical state-
ment, it is clear from empirical evidence 
that it is not necessarily true. Many drugs 
are substrates for a given isozyme or trans-
porter, but have no discernible inhibitory 
effect on that same isozyme or transporter. 
This is a myth about drug interactions in 
general that has gained traction 
in the biomedical literature.

Debunking the Myth 
Unfortunately, this myth is 
supported by a most appeal-
ing metaphor—that of traffic 
on a highway. The argument 
is that with more cars (drugs) 
going down the same highway 
(drug-metabolizing enzymes), 
there will be competition for 
the available lanes (enzymatic 
sites) and there will be a traffic 
jam (enzyme inhibition). 

But the metaphor fails to 
consider that the highway may well be 
able to handle increased traffic with no 
slowdown. Cytochrome P450 (CYP) 3A4 
has considerable capacity to metabo-
lize several drugs at once, so CYP3A4 
might be considered an 8-lane freeway. 
Moreover, some drugs are given in rela-
tively small molar quantities, and they 
don’t need much enzymatic capacity for 

their metabolism—they are like motor-
cycles on a freeway, which don’t need 
much room. 

How a drug is metabolized often has 
little bearing on what enzymes the drug 
will inhibit. Most calcium channel block-
ers are metabolized by CYP3A4, but most 
do not inhibit CYP3A4; almost all beta-
adrenergic blockers are metabolized by 
CYP2D6, but they do not inhibit CYP2D6; 
many benzodiazepines are metabolized by 
CYP3A4 but do not inhibit CYP3A4; 
fexofenadine is a P-glycoprotein substrate 
but not an inhibitor; and quinidine is 

metabolized by CYP3A4, but 
it inhibits CYP2D6. 

The list of exceptions is 
long.1 Indeed, some substrates 
of enzymes not only fail to 
inhibit that isozyme, they 
induce it—consider dexa-
methasone, which is both a 
CYP3A4 substrate and a 
CYP3A4 inducer.

the Myth PerPetuateD 
A particularly unfortunate 
(and possibly deadly) exam-
ple of the “Highway Myth” 
involves a recent epidemiolog-

ic study on the effect of CYP2D6 inhibi-
tors on the efficacy of tamoxifen in breast 
cancer patients.2  Based on this study, the 
authors stated in an editorial, “Available 
(studies) do not appear to support a nega-
tive impact of CYP2D6 inhibitor use on 
breast cancer recurrence and mortality in 
women using tamoxifen.”3  

Unfortunately, they based this state-
ment on a stunningly flawed study in 
which only 8 of the 31 drugs they consid-
ered “CYP2D6 inhibitors” are actually 
known to inhibit CYP2D6.4 Apparently, 

they succumbed to the Highway Myth, 
because they listed a number of drugs that 
are substrates for CYP2D6 but are not 
known to be inhibitors. 

Discussions of colchicine drug inter-
actions are also often infected with the 
Highway Myth. Numerous published 
reviews, case reports, and other docu-
ments discussing colchicine drug inter-
actions have assumed that all CYP3A4 
substrates and P-glycoprotein substrates 
will automatically compete with colchicine 
and will increase the risk of colchicine 
toxicity.5-11 

This kind of error increases the “noise” 
in drug interaction detection systems, and 
makes it more difficult to focus on the real 
colchicine drug interactions. This is unfor-
tunate, because administration of colchi-
cine with actual CYP3A4 inhibitors and/
or P-glycoprotein inhibitors has resulted in 
numerous cases of fatal colchicine toxicity.

SuMMary
Drugs that are substrates for a given 
drug metabolizing enzyme or drug trans-
porter are not necessarily inhibitors of 
that enzyme or transporter. Articles on 
drug interactions that list “substrates” or 
“modulators” of an enzyme as automatic 
inhibitors of that enzyme are likely to 
have erroneous information on drug inter-
actions. Pharmacists could help correct 
this misconception by personally inform-
ing other health professionals about the 
Highway Myth. PT
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